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From the Vicar 
 

 
 
I saw a meme on Facebook yesterday. It said something along the 
lines of “you may have been expecting July 1st. Instead it is March 
123rd!”  
 
In many ways we seem to have been caught up in a time warp, an 
everlasting Groundhog Day. If you don’t know the latter 
reference, Groundhog Day is a film starring Bill Murray and Andie 
MacDowell. Bill Murray plays an utterly obnoxious, self-centred 
TV reporter, who is reporting on the eponymous Groundhog Day 
– the day when the appearance of a groundhog and the shadow 
that it makes, signifies the weather for the season (a bit like our 
St Swithun’s day). In the film, each day ends with some disaster 
created by Bill Murray’s character, that ends up hurting others, and himself. The next 
morning, he wakes up, to find that it is Groundhog Day again, and he relives the day he’s 
had. And the same the next (or same!) day, and the next, and so on… Gradually the penny 
drops, and, at first, he uses this to his advantage. But over time, he begins to see what he is 
really like, and the film ends in a redemption. SPOILER ALERT! Finally, he wakes up, and it 
truly is the next day, and he is a new man. 
 
(Interestingly, Bill Murray also played a version of Scrooge, a character with a similar 
supernatural redemption. But I digress.) 
 
For many, life has taken on a very repetitive feel, reliving the past few days, and weeks, 
with little variation or change. But suddenly, change is in the air. The lockdown restrictions 
have been partially lifted. Pubs can be open, hairdressers are inundated with requests for 
appointments, and we are told that churches can open again for public worship – albeit 
under significant restrictions.  
 
We hope to open again soon – as soon as we have determined that we can worship in as 
safe a way as possible. But I wonder if we will be a changed people as we emerge bleary-
eyed from our ‘Groundhog Day’ experience. We have heard some absolutely inspirational 
stories of self-sacrificial behaviour during lockdown – quite literally in the cases of those 
essential workers who have caught and died from Covid-19. And we have heard of 
despicable stories too – packed beaches, people spitting at others as a threat or as actual 
assault (one transport worker died as a result!). It has brought out the best of us, and the 
worst of us. 
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I pray that all churches, not least our own, will be able to celebrate the awakening on the 
‘day after Groundhog Day’ as a chance for a new/re-commitment to God and His Kingdom, 
in our lives and in this place. 
 
I finish with one of Helen’s favourite prayers, the prayer towards the beginning of Common 
Worship Morning Prayer - The night has passed, and the day lies open before us; let us pray 
with one heart and mind. As we rejoice in the gift of this new day, so may the light of your 
presence, O God, set our hearts on fire with love for you; now and for ever. Amen. 
 

Mark 

 
 
 

 Priory News & The Sign 
 
If you know anyone who normally has a copy of Priory News delivered and is unable to 
access it online, please ask them to be patient and reassure them that we shall be back in 
print as soon as possible.  Those of you who normally receive a hard copy of Priory News 
also receive the inserted booklet, "The Sign" but due to the present circumstances you have 
not received any issues since March.  Don't worry - back numbers will be distributed as 
soon as we are able to start printing again.  We had intended to print the July issue but with 
remaining Covid 19 restrictions and problems with distribution we have had to postpone 
our 'normal' plan.  So you can expect a rather 'fat' copy eventually with 4 or 5 back copies 
of "The Sign"!  If you can't wait you can visit the website to subscribe independently or to 
see what you are saving by subscribing to Priory News!  Click here: https://the-
sign.hymnsam.co.uk/ 

John 

 
 
 
 
On the right is the Rose and 
Sweet Pea Show winning junior 
entry: 
 
A Minecraft build based on the 
title 'My Heroes' 
 
B. FISK (WINNER)  

https://the-sign.hymnsam.co.uk/
https://the-sign.hymnsam.co.uk/
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This Month’s Priory News … 

 
 

 
Dear Readers, 
 
Oh dear, we're only available online again this month.  The trouble is that some of the 
guidlines with which we have been issued over the past three months have seemed to be  
at times confused and apparently self-contradictory.  Church premises have only recently 
been allowed to open and then only for specific and very limited purposes with very strict 
guidlines laid down.  One problem therefore is that we cannot make Priory News available 
for collection from the bookshelves and quite understandably some of our distribution 
team are reluctant to deliver their normal round - some of us, in fact, are deemed to be in 
the 'more vulnerable' category. 
 
However, as 'they say', every cloud has a silver lining, and one thing we can do by being 
online only is to show you more pictures in colour and by being a little late in publishing this 
month we are able to bring you pictures of some of the entries received for our Virtual Rose 
and Sweet Pea Show. 
 
Many of us, I know, felt dismayed back in March when we realised that, together with other 
events planned for 2020, our annual Rose and Sweet Pea Show, traditionally held on the 
last Saturday in June, would not be able to go ahead.  This has always been an important 
and enjoyable event in the life of our church in particular and in the life of the village in 
general with its varied stalls, competitions, ring events and horticultural show.  Over the 
years many local businesses too have lent their support by donating generous prizes for our 
Grand Prize Draw.  We were delighted therefore when one of our members, Ted Fisk, came 
up with the idea of a 'Virtual Rose & Sweet Pea Show'.  I must confess to having been 
somewhat sceptical at first but Ted rolled up his sleeves and with the help of Ryan Overson 
made it work!  So, a new temporary website was set up and many of the usual horticultural, 
children's and baking classes appeared online together with the Grand Prize Draw.  In the 
weeks leading up to June 27th  entries began to come in, and by June 27th a sizeable 
number had been received and this, together with the monies for the raffle and many other 
donations ended with a magnificent total of over £1,700 being raised.  Our grateful thanks 
go to Ted, Ryan, Jan and all the others, including participants, local businesses and so many 
others who generously gave donations.  Obviously we sincerely hope that come 2021 we 
shall be able to resume our usual show in the church hall and vicarage garden but we are 
delighted to be able to include some pictures here and there from the 'virtual' show in this 
month's Priory News. 
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Sadly, however, there is no easy way to hold a 'virtual' Hog Roast and so our St James's Day 
celebrations, details of which are still to be announced, will also have to be cancelled. 
 
Whilst we know that theoretically church services are allowed to resume from the first 
weekend in July, in practice the necessity to carry out risk assessments, consider the 
implications of participation at Communion and to plan seating for 'safe distancing' means 
that in some cases it will be a week or two before many churches actually return to holding 
services.  In our own case Rev Mark and the Churchwardens are actively involved in this 
preparation and we shall let you know when you can expect our own services to resume.  
Please watch our website and Facebook pages for further information. 

John 
 

 

 

Rose and Sweet Pea Show 
 

Miniature arrangement of flowers - M. SAVAGE (WINNER) 

  

Margaret's recipe this month for 'Donut Muffins' 
looks intriguing.  I always thought a donut was a 
doughnut and a muffin was a muffin.  Is this a form 
of 'genetically engineered baking', I wonder? 

The picture on the front cover this month is 
one of the winning entries for the Virtual 
Rose and Sweet Pea Show and was sent in by 
Dave Fincham.  Our thanks to Dave. 
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Reports & News 
 

 Competition Time 
 
We have been disappointed, to say the least, that so far only one entry for the "Lockdown 
Hair Style" competition has been received.  We have therefore decided to extend the 
competition until the end of July.  Now that hairdressers are allowed to resume snipping, 
please bear us a thought and take a quick selfie before setting off to your first appointment. 
Here is what we said last month: 
 

As we are at present prevented from visiting the Hairdresser Salon we thought it would be a bit 
of fun to hold a competition to find the best (ie. most outrageous)  "Lockdown Hair Style" so 

you are invited to send photos in and we'll hope to announce a winner 
next month.  The prize will be a toothless comb.    If you are shy or of a 
nervous disposition you could always send a back-of-the-head view and 
we could then try to guess who you are.  Sunglasses and Brylcream are 
optional.  Send your entries to priorynews@dsj.org.uk . 
 
(Are you surprised to hear that Victoria took a bit of persuading to 
allow me to publish the picture on the left.  Mind you, "lockup" might 
be a better description in this case!) 

 
(By the way, thanks to our one entrant so far.  Ed.) 

 

 A Very Special Birthday 
 

I would like to thank everyone who so kindly 
sent cards, flowers and cakes or made phone 
calls to wish me a happy 102nd birthday. 
 

Despite the Lockdown it was a very good day 
thanks to my granddaughter Mim who 
decorated the conservatory and garden with 
balloons and bunting, organised a fish and chip 
picnic style lunch in the garden and arranged 
for me to connect with all my family by the 
magic of Zoom. 
 

Thanks to Mark and Sonia for their encouraging 
phone calls and to Ted for putting the Sunday 
Eucharist, celebrated in the Vicarage kitchen, 
on CD for me.  It is a comfort and a joy to listen 
quietly to the familiar prayers and to join in. 
 
Good wishes to all and love, 

Nancy. 

mailto:priorynews@dsj.org.uk
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 Monuments in the Priory Church: The Pawlett Family 
 

In the eighteenth century ownership of the former monastic 
Priory’s lands, the house built from the Priory ruins and the right 
to present the vicar of the Church passed from the hands of the 
Wymondsold family to the Whichcotes who were based at 
Aswarby Hall near Sleaford.  Consequently the Whichcote family 
decided to rent the Deeping property while retaining the right to 
present the vicar.  The Pawlett family moved into the house 
north of the church which had been built in the seventeenth 
century from the stones of the ruined Priory and ran the farm 
(which could still be seen before the Old Priory Farm bungalows 

were built). 
 
Four generations of the family have been traced from records, some of whose memorials 
can still be seen in the sanctuary of the church though some have been covered by the 
sanctuary carpet. The same names were used in each generation making identification 
confusing.  The first 
John Pawlett would 
appear to be the one 
who was married to 
Ann who died in 1777.  
The second John who 
died in 1786 would 
appear to have been 
married to Ann who 
died in 1798.  The third John ( 1781-1853) was the husband of Elizabeth (1781-1862).  The 
final Pawlett to run the farm was the unmarried Edmund (1814-1885).  Other tombstones 
refer to family members who died young or who were not directly involved in the running 
of the farm. 
 
Several of the male members of the family took a prominent role in parish affairs. The 
second John was a member of the vestry which supervised both parish and church affairs.  
The third John was a constable and Overseer of the Poor.  Edmund was a member of the 
vestry and was also involved in the foundation of the Schools Board. 
 
During the family’s tenancy their landholding increased from around 700 to 2900 acres, 
employing up to 40 men and boys.  When Edmund died in 1885 the Priory house was 
acquired by Richard Ward. 
 

Rev Sonia 
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Registers for June 
 
 

 

Funerals: We commend to God’s keeping: 
 

4th  Alex Wiggins 
5th  Hazel Dobson 
8th  Sheila Parr 
16th  John Stokes 

 

 

Cooking with Margaret  
Donut Muffins 

Ingredients 
 
 
Set Oven to 190 degrees 
125ml Milk 
85ml Vegetable Oil 
1 Egg 
½ tsp Vanilla Extract 
200g Self Raising Flour 
100g Caster Sugar 
Filling: Strawberry Jam, Nutella 
Peanut Butter Custard 
 
 
Topping:  
150g Sugar 
100g butter 
1tsp cinnamon 
 
Makes 7 

Method 
 
Either line a muffin tray with cases or grease the muffin 
tin. 
1.Mix the flour and sugar together in a bowl 
2.Mix the wet ingredients in another bowl and mix well 
3.Pour the wet ingredients into the dry ingredients and 
stir with a fork until blended together. Do not over mix, 
you want them to be light and fluffy. Mixture may look 
a little lumpy but that’s okay. 
4.Half fill each muffin case with the batter then add a 
teaspoon of jam or chocolate spread. Then add another 
spoon of batter to completely cover the filling. The 
batter must come to the top of cake case 
5. Bake for round 15-20 minutes 
6. Allow to cool whilst making the topping: 

 Melt the butter in the microwave in one bowl 
and put caster sugar in another bowl 

 Dip each muffin in the butter and then into the 
sugar to coat the top 

 
BEST EATEN WARM 
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We are always grateful to receive pictures from our readers and the one below will I'm sure 
be of particular interest as it was taken before the installation of the present organ in the 
1970s.  It shows the South Aisle before the screen at the East end was turned through 90 
degrees to create the Corpus Christi Chapel behind the organ. Our thanks to Jill Gibb who 
sent it in and says: 
 

"Here are two photos which may be of interest. 

 

I love the one of the interior of the Priory Church in the early 1900s 

before the installation of the organ.  It looked so beautiful and bright 

with the sun shining through the windows and the lovely flower 

arrangements on the sills. 

 

The second photo of the reverse may also be of interest.  I can 

remember delivering Meals on Wheels to a very elderly lady in the 

1970s who lived near the Waterton Arms and was named Mrs. Mayes.  I 

wonder if she was related to the card's recipient or to the sender 

Alice?" 
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If you are able to help to identify Mrs Mayes or have any other information about the above 
please contact us and we shall let Jill know. 
 

Here are some more entries from the Rose and Sweet Pea Show.  The full list of winners is 
printed at the back of the magazine. 
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ROSE & SWEET PEA SHOW COMPETITION WINNERS 2020 ‘The Virtual Show’ 
 

Cat 1 - One Rose - M. DERBYSHIRE (WINNER) 
Cat 2 - Four single specimen roses of different varieties - M. SAVAGE (WINNER) 
Cat 3 - Single flower, grown for perfume - M SUGARMAN (WINNER) 
Cat 4 - One stem of sweet peas - K. BURTON (WINNER)  
Cat 5 - Vase/Bowl of sweet peas - C. NOTLEY (WINNER) 
Cat 6 - Vase/Bowl 3 varieties of cut flowers - M SUGARMAN (WINNER) 
Cat 7 - Fuchsia - C. NOTLEY (WINNER) 
Cat 9 - One pot plant, foliage only - C. PEARCE (WINNER) 
Cat 10 - An arrangement in a watering can - C. HERRON (WINNER) 
Cat 11 - 4 mixed herbs bunched - W. SAVAGE (WINNER) 
Cat 12 - Miniature arrangement of flowers - M. SAVAGE (WINNER) 
Cat 13 - Arrangement of flowers in a cup and saucer - R. TYLER (WINNER) 
Cat 14 - Most colourful array of Wildflower - M. DERBYSHIRE (WINNER) 
Cat 16 - Weedus Majesticus (best weed still going strong) - R. HERRON (WINNER) 
Cat 17 – Best Rose Bush - M. SAVAGE (WINNER) +JUNIOR ENTRY - S. EMERY (WINNER) 

Cat 18: Two kinds of fruit staged in one dish - V. WORTHINGTON (WINNER) 
Cat 19: Twelve Gooseberries - K. BURTON (WINNER) 
Cat 20: Six Strawberries - C. NOTLEY (WINNER) 
Cat 21: A bunch of radishes - NO ENTRIES RECEIVED 
Cat 22: Six New Potatoes - K. BURTON (WINNER) + Junior Entry - W. Porter (WINNER) 
Cat 23: Bunch of twelve Spring Onions - W. SAVAGE (WINNER) 
Cat 24: Six onions cut and tied - C. NOTLEY (WINNER) 
Cat 25: Six carrots cut and bunched - W. SAVAGE (WINNER) 
Cat 26: Three varieties of vegetables three of each K. BURTON (WINNER) 
Cat 27: Bottle of Homemade Wine (state the type on the label) - D. WHEATLEY (WINNER) 
Cat 28: One jar of homemade jam (state the type on the label) - D. WHEATLEY (WINNER) 
Cat 29: One jar of homemade chutney (state the type on the label) - S. MARSHALL (WINNER) 
Cat 30: Tartlets - S MARSHALL (WINNER) 
Cat 31: Three Decorated Cup Cakes - E. HERRON (WINNER) R. HARTLEY (JUNIOR WINNER) 
Cat 32: Three White Bread Rolls - D. WHEATLEY (WINNER) 
Cat 33: Three Fruit Scones - G. TYLER (WINNER) 
Cat 34: A painting/sketch of wildflower - PJ HART (WINNER) + H. WRIGLEY (JUNIOR WINNER) 
Cat 35: A painting or sketch of a skyline (The Deepings) - NO ENTRIES RECEIVED  
Cat 36: A painting/sketch/photograph 'Deeping in the Summertime' - D. FINCHAM (WINNER) 
Cat 37: A knitted article - G. NOTLEY (WINNER) 
Cat 38: An article of needlework - C. HERRON (WINNER) 
Cat 39: A Minecraft build based on the title 'My Heroes' - B. FISK (WINNER) 
Cat 41: A photograph of local wildlife - I. TOOMBS (WINNER) 
Cat 42: 'A Home for Nature' - P. WHEATLEY (WINNER) + JUNIOR ENTRY - B. FISK (WINNER) 
Cat 43: Painting of wildlife - PJ HART (WINNER) + JUNIOR ENTRY - H. WRIGLEY (WINNER) 
 


